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Abstract: This study explores the rhetorical organization of Arabic research article introductions (RAIs) in the field of 
Islamic studies applying Swales’ [1, 2] Create-a-Research-Space (CARS) model of move/step analysis. A corpus of 20 RAIs, 
written by first-language Arabic speakers, was selected from the Journal of Islamic Studies. The findings showed that the fit 
between the CARS model, developed on the basis of RAIs in English, and the RAIs sampled in the current study only partial. 
That is, while there exist some differences between Arabic RAIs examined and what has been proposed in the CARS model in 
terms of the treatment of past research and the inclusion of some additional elements in the texts under consideration, there is a 
complete similarity regarding the degree of explicitness in outlining the purpose of the study and indicating the structure of 
RAs. Generally speaking, the findings obtained in the current study support those reported in other studies on RAIs in different 
languages other than English in that texts particularly from the soft disciplines are more likely to be affected by the cultural 
background of their authors. Limitations and the implications of the findings as well as recommending some suggestions for 
future research are provided. 
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1. Introduction 

There has been recently a mounting interest in the study of 
Arabic written texts, and this area of research can be broadly 
classified into two sets of studies [see 3, for an overview]. 
The first set of studies has focused on the analysis of salient 
discourse and rhetorical features of Arabic written texts such 
as lexical repetition, structural parallelism, coordination, 
functions of connectives as well as some morpho-syntactic 
features [e.g., 4, 5-8]. Conducted within the framework of 
Contrastive Rhetoric [9-11], the second set of studies has 
sought to identify differences in textual organization and 
rhetorical strategies between Arabic and other languages 
(mostly English) [e.g., 12]. A more recent approach in 
exploring Arabic written texts has been the employment of a 
genre analysis/move analysis using Swales’ CARS [1, 2] 
model to investigate Arabic RAIs from different disciplines 
[13-16]. This study can be considered as a continuation of 
these recent studies that have been carried out on Arabic 
RAIs and been using Swales’ [1, 2] genre analysis approach. 

The main idea of Swale’s genre analysis/move analysis [1, 

2] is that a text within a genre generally follows a typical 
textual organisation, comprising a number of specific moves 
sequenced in a particular order which are also realized by a 
series of steps. Dudley-Evans and St John [17] explain moves 
and steps as follows: 

A ‘move’ is a unit that relates to both the writer’s purpose 
and to the content that s/he wishes to communicate. A ‘step’ 
is a lower level text than the move that provides a detailed 
perspective on the options open to the writer in setting out 
the moves. 

Swales’ [1, 2] CARS model for RAIs are generally similar, 
consisting of three basic moves: establishing a territory 
(Move 1), establishing a niche (Move 2), and presenting the 

present study/occupying the niche (Move 3). Swales’ CARS 
model allows for recycling of the moves particularly in 
lengthy RAIs [1]. These three moves are also realised by a 
number of steps as can be seen in Figure 1. According to the 
CARS model [1], RAIs often begin with Move 1 
(establishing a territory) which establishes the general topic 
being discussed. This can be achieved by making centrality 
claims where the writer appeals to the readers to accept 
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his/her research as part of a significant area of inquiry (Step 
1), by making a topic generalization (Step 2), and/or by 
reviewing previous research (Step 3). Move 2 (establishing a 

niche) requires the writer to show some limitations or 
incompleteness in the previous research by making a counter-
claim (Step 1), identifying a gap in this research (Step 2), 

raising questions (Step 3). The writer can also builds on this 
research and extends it rather than challenging any part of 
this previous research (Step 4). Move 3 (occupying the niche) 
indicates the particular purpose of the research conducted 
(Step 1), announces the main findings (Step 2), or indicates 
the structure of the RA (Step 3). 

 

Figure 1. A CARS model for RAIs. 

Swales’ [1] CARS model was modified in 2004 based on 
the findings of the studies employing the model and reporting 
variations in RAIs [e.g., 18, 19]. Swales [2], for instance, 
collapsed Step 1 (claiming centrality) and Step 2 (making 

topic generalisations) of move 1 into one step: (topic 

generalisations of increasing specificity). While Swales 
reduced the three steps of Move 2: Step 1A (counter-

claiming), Step 1B (indicating a gap), and Step 1C (question-

raising) to one step: Step 1B (indicating a gap) in [2] 
modified CARS, he increased the number of steps in move 3 
to seven in Swales’ [2] modified CARS. 

Two sets of studies were identified in the previous 
literature that utilised Swales’ [1, 2] CARS framework in 
analysing the rhetorical organisation of RAIs. The first set is 
CARS studies in English which were carried out with the aim 
of exploring disciplinary variations [18-24]. These cross-
disciplinary CARS studies on English RAIs have shown that 
academic discourse with regard to RAIs not only differs from 
one discipline to another [18, 19, 21, 22] but also sub-
disciplines within a particular discipline have their own 
preferences [23, 24]. The second set of studies is CARS 
cross-cultural/linguistic ones where different languages were 
examined and compared to English [e.g., 13, 15, 25-33]. 
Findings of these cross-cultural/linguistic studies on RAIs in 
different languages other than English have also revealed that 
these introductory secctions differ in their rhetorical 
organisation of RAIs in that, for instance, the employment of 
establishing a research gap (Move 2) either disappears 
completely or is employed with different strategies alien to 
the English RAI tradition. In short, these disciplinary and 
cross-cultural genre-based studies have indicated that Swales’ 
[1, 2] CARS model is a valid and useful tool for analysing 
RAIs in English as well as in other languages. In addition, 
the findings of these studies have indicated that the genre of 
RAIs varies across languages, disciplines, and even within a 
single discipline. 

The current study seeks to build upon the recent studies 
that employed Swale’s genre analysis/move analysis [1, 2] on 
Arabic RAIs by exploring a new set of Arabic data from the 
field of Islamic studies. To the best of my knowledge, no 
literature has been reported which examine Arabic RAIs from 
this discipline. In their study on Islamic RAIs in English, 
Ahamad and Yusof [34] found that English RAIs from this 
field do not closely follow the move-pattern suggested by the 
CARS model, and that they contain a number of unique 
features (e.g., Quranic citation and reference to the Quran 
and Prophetic Sunnah) which are not found in the CARS 
model. Thus, the current study intends to determine the 
extent to which the Arabic RAIs from the field of Islamic 
studies are at variance with the predictions of the Swales 
CARS model. 

The remainder of this article is divided into the following 
parts. Section (2) provides detailed information on the corpus 
and analytical procedure adopted for the current study. 
Section (3) presents the main findings and their discussion. 
Section (4) gives an overview of the study, describing its 
limitations and the implications of its findings as well as 
recommending some suggestions for future research 

2. The Corpus and Analytical Procedure 

2.1. The Corpus 

The corpus used in the current study comprised 20 RAIs 
appearing in Journal of Islamic Studies (JIS), an academic 
periodical published in Saudi Arabia by King Saud 
University (see Appendix for the complete list of RAs). The 
selection of JIS was based on a consultation with two 
professors from the field of Islamic studies who revealed that 
JIS journal is refereed and acknowledged by scholars for its 
reputation in the respective field. RAs in JIS examine issues 
related to topics such as the Prophetic Sunnah (i.e., Sunnah is 
one of the sources of Islamic legislation along with the 
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Quran), Islamic culture, Islamic jurisprudence, Islamic 
Creed. Therefore, the RAs published in JIS are fairly 
representative of the Islamic RAs. Another reason for 
selecting RAs from this field is that these texts belong to soft 
disciplines, i.e., humanities and social sciences, which might 
show some interesting cultural/cross-linguistic aspects unlike 
hard disciplines, i.e., natural sciences [35]. The decision to 
focus on only RAs from this journal (JIS) was motivated by 
the fact that the conventional form and content of scholarly 
publications in a particular field of study are possibly to vary 
from journal to another [26, 36]. Also, to control rapid 
changes within any of the disciplines, the 20 RAs chosen for 
the current study were written within a time span of three 
years (2012-2014). All RAs in the corpus are single-authored, 
and although the majority of the authors of these texts were 
from Saudi Arabia, there were also others from different Arab 
countries. The 20 RAs were analysed using the CARS model 
devised by Swales [1, 2]. 

2.2. Analytical Procedure 

All the RAs in the corpus were structured into clearly 
labelled sections so that detecting the RAI was a relatively 
straightforward process. The analysis of the RAIs was 
conducted in several phases. First, the texts were analysed for 
some general features such as their overall organization. This 
was followed by a detailed examination of the RAIs 
employing the CARS model proposed by Swales [1, 2] in 
terms of moves and steps. The decision of employing Swales 
[1, 2] in the current study is due to the fact that this model 
has been used in many past studies, allowing for more 
insights based on comparison of findings whenever possible. 
It should also be noted that the detailed descriptions of the 
steps provided in the 1990 version will be drawn on when 
describing the realizations of Move 1 and Move 2 in Section 
(3.2.1) and Section (3.2.2) since the steps of these two moves 
in the 2004 version were short accounts of a number of steps. 
For instance, Step 1 in Move 1 in the [2] version (topic 

generalizations of increasing specificity) is a succinct 
account of Step 1 (claiming centrality) and Step 2 (making 

topic generalizations) in the 1990 version. The analysis was 
mainly qualitative but some quantification was employed to 
support observations. I re-analyzed 50 % of the corpus five 
weeks after the original analysis without consulting the 
results of my first stage of analysis. The total percentage of 
agreements between the two analyses for all of RAIs 
examined exceeded 95% which is acceptable in qualitative 
research [e.g., 37, 38]. 

3. Findings and Discussion 

This section presents the findings of the analysis of the 
RAIs in terms of their general organisation, the moves, and 
the steps used to realize the moves as well as providing some 
explanations for the main findings. It should be noted that 
extracts from the texts analysed with their translated versions 
into English will be included where appropriate. 

3.1. The General Organization of the Arabic RAIs from the 

Field of Islamic Studies 

Although the Arabic RAIs from the field of Islamic studies 
sampled in the current study contained some elements 
proposed by the CARS model (see Section 3.2), the texts also 
comprised some other components that are possibly to be 
viewed peculiar to those suggested by the model. That is, 
while all of the RAIs started off with the introductory 
religious statements, some RAIs (60%) included 
acknowledgments and prayers at the end of RAI for some 
people who helped the writer in some way. Examples of 
these elements from the RAIs examined are provided in 
Extract (1) and Extract (2), respectively. 

Extract (1) 

 MNو PQRSو PTآ VWXو YZRN [\]Q^ VWX م`aTة وا`dTوا ،M]ZT[fTرب ا i YZRTا
 PfQjمkl VTن إ[aopq MlYTا...  

Praise be to Allah, and peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

Prophet Muhammad, his family and companions and those 

who righteously followed him until the Day of Judgement… 

(RA10) 

Extract (2) 

: Wu[Z]ن Mq و����X Y ھ{ا اVWX |RQT أ}y وزN[yW وأru]ذي fu]دة اkrsYTر
��WTا �]Ws y����أه  ا[{ �ukl �]q�fTط�، ا�ru]ذ ا�ZT]رك  ،�]d�Tا �fN[� y�

 k��Nراً، وأ��ه.

�[� واfj– YlYarT]VT  –وهللا krTل ا�uأ  

I presented this research paper to my brother, colleague, and 

teacher, Dr. Suleiman bin Yousuf Khater, the associate 

professor at the College of Arabic Language, Qaseem 

University, who read and approved it.  

I beg Allah, the Almighty, for complete success. (RA1) 

The employment of the opening religious statements, 
acknowledgements, and prayers as a part of the RAIs 
suggests that the Arabic RAIs from the field of Islamic 
studies do not reflect international conventions according to 
the norms of the English-speaking academic discourse 
community [1, 2]. It therefore seems that the authors of these 
RAIs have a specific local target audience in their minds 
sharing with them the same disciplinary knowledge as well 
as the similar cultural background. Accordingly, the intended 
audience may expect the authors of the texts to use these 
elements in their RAIs. The inclusion of these components as 
a part of the RAIs might be ascribed to the fact that texts 
from soft disciplines, like the case in the current study, are 
better reveal the cultural aspects of writing as opposed to 
texts from hard disciplines [27]. Studies investigating Arabic 
RAIs from soft disciplines have reported the use of similar 
elements in the introductory sections of RAs from these 
fields of study [14]. Further studies are needed to identify 
whether Arabic RAIs from hard disciplines, e.g., physics, 
medicine, may feature similar rhetorical strategies. 

According to the CARS model [1], authors of RAs need 
first to review past studies in the RAIs as a means to establish 
the areas of their research to readers (Move 1), to indicate 
some limitations in the earlier studies (Move 2), and then to 
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specify how their studies occupy the niche that has been 
created (Move 3). However, it seems that the authors of the 
RAs investigated do not apply these tactics in any significant 
way. In other words, the majority of the RAIs under 
consideration do not use citations, and they also avoid any 
reference to specific studies both when establishing the 
territory as well as when creating the niche for their studies 
as can be seen in Extract (3) and Extract (4), respectively. 

Extract (3) 

��N y]ل اkRTار �N �[� اM]ZWaZT و �rsُ Y�–  �N[X ��dq–  �^اk� MN
 Po[�^ �NاkXو ،Pqوآدا ،Pوط�� ،PQ]T[uار، وأkRTة ا��\q �drl [N [�\N ،دةYfrN

 yوھ ،�Tذ �]� VTش�  –إ `q–  �Wl ار أنkRWT ىYdj MZT y�Q\l �Z�N �T[fN
 �q]، و�flف ش{رھ] وN{رھ]....

Research has been written in the field of dialogue with non-

Muslims, in general, from different aspects. These aspects 

pertain to the origin of dialogue, its methods, means, ethics, 

and its success factors, …etc. In fact, these are important 

landmarks, and those who are involved in dialogue should be 

fully aware of them... (RA8) 

Extract (4) 

y^أ [Z]u ¢و - yWZX �ao -  VWX عk�kZTھ{ا ا MX ثYRj ً`N[ش ً[¥Rq Yأ� �T
و�P اkd©Tص، وإ^s [Z]ن اZWfT]ء k��frlن إ�u �T�aN VT هللا (X¦ و��) 

 ��ª[aN MZ أ}�ى...

I have not found, to the best of my knowledge, a 

comprehensive research that dealt with this topic in 

particular; however, religious scholars discussed the issue of 

insulting Allah, the Almighty, among other things… (RA15) 

The scarcity of citations of previous studies and the 
absence of critical evaluation of others’ work in the texts 
confirm observations documented in other studies on RAIs in 
languages other than English [15, e.g., 16, 25, 26]. The 
discussion of the deficiency of significant consideration of 
previous scholarship and the lack of critical evaluation of 
others’ work in the RAIs under consideration will be taken up 
again in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2, respectively. 

Further, in order to establish the territories for their 
research and familiarize the readers with their topics, some of 
the RA authors make references to the Holy Quran and 
Prophetic Sunnah, and this essentially connected to stating 
the value of research as shown in Extract (5) and Extract (6). 

Extract (5) 

yrTا �]«ukTه ا}�q �ZfTا �]N`u¬ة اkXYTع ا[Qjأ VWX ا��kTا  ،��jارY� [�q اkT[^
 ً[�l��j �l��QTدة ا[l�T ��r]TوaNو ��r]ZT[X ��¥Q^ا [�\Nو ،��rf�واk�Rruا ر

وk�lن اku�Tل  وW�j[�]ً (وWf� �T}s\�� أ�N وk^k�rT ً[«uا ش�Yاء VWX اT\]س
).WX[�� ش�[Yا  

The followers of Islamic Da’wa (call to Islam) should stick to 

moderation, by means of which they reached an elvated 

status, and from which emanated their responsibility of 

leading humanity. Allah, the Almighty, stated in the Holy 

Qur’an, “Thus, We have made you a Wasat (just) (and the 

best) nation, that you be witnesses over mankind and the 

Messenger (Muhammad) be a witness over you” (RA13) 

Extract (6) 

��Nk±\N y اfl��rT]ت ا¬N`u[�، و�¯[�  ً[lرkRN ً[Xk�kN ا�}`ق Yfr�
�y }»]ب اyokT وkZ¯Nن ا�T[u�T ا¬k�T ،�]�Tل اku�Tل VWS هللا  �l¦s�N

 P]WX و�Wu (�N �Zj� �¥fq]رم ا�}`ق).

Good manners are considered a pivotal subject in the Islamic 

legislation system as well as a central issue in the 

inspirational discourse and the essence of the Divine 

message. The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 

him) said, “The only reason I have been sent is to perfect 

good manners” (RA5) 

Reference to the Holy Quran and Prophetic Sunnah are 
two distinguishing features that can repeatedly be found in 
Islamic RAIs, and their employment in the RAIs analysed 
could however be viewed unrelated to the CARS model [1, 
2]. The presence of these two features in the texts examined 
retains an important value being a major source of 
knowledge for Muslims. Thus, the occurrence of verses from 
the Holy Quran and sayings from the Prophetic Sunnah in the 
Islamic RAIs is considered as constantly pertinent and 
significant in texts from the field of Islamic studies whether 
in English [34] or in Arabic, as the case in the current study. 
This suggests the inclusion of some constituents in RAIs is 
experienced and valued differently by scholars publishing in 
different scientific communities (international and local) 

3.2. Move/Step Analysis 

This section will discuss the steps (S) that are used to 
realize the moves in the RAIs and the number of RAIs 
including them. While section 3.2.1 focuses on steps (S) in 
Move 1, Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3 deal with these steps 
(S) in Move 2 and Move 3, respectively. 

3.2.1. Move 1 

The role of Move 1 is to establish a territory for the study 
to be presented through one or more of three possible steps: 
M1-S1 (claiming centrality), M1-S2 (making topic 
generalizations), and M1-S3: (reviewing items of previous 
research). While Table 1 indicates the number of the 
instances of the three steps in each RAI in the corpus, Table 2 
shows the distribution of these steps in Move 1. 

Table 1. Number of instances of steps in Move 2 in each RAI. 

RA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

M1-S1 1 1 1 3 1 2 
 

1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 
 

1 2 1 

M1-S2 
 

1 1 1 
  

1 
 

1 1 1 
 

1 
   

1 1 
  

M1-S3 
  

2 
 

1 
         

1 1 1 
  

1 
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Table 2. Distribution of steps in Move 1. 

Steps (S) Number of instances Number of RAs 

M1-S1: (claiming centrality)  27 18 

M1-S2: (making topic generalizations)  10 10 

M1-S3: (reviewing items of previous research) 7 6 

 

As can be seen in Table 2, the most frequent step within 
Move 1 in the Arabic RAIs from the field of Islamic studies 
is M1-S1 (centrality claims). This step was used to realize 
Move 1 in 18 RAIs with 27 instances. The authors of RAIs 
sampled in the current study signalled their intention to claim 
the centrality of their own topics by employing positive 
connotations associated with importance or interest such as in 
these examples in Extract (7) and Extract (8). 

Extract (7) 

 MX y�\Tوف وا�fZT[q �Nة ا��]fش MX |lYRTا �]Zأھ �T ذي VWX V�©l `�
�³�o y ا�Vr�q MN أ^kاPX ا���Tي،  �]Q�Tوأ´�ھ] ا ،[�r^[�N از�qوإ ،��\ZTا

 واyu[]aT، وا�}`�y، وا¢�yX[Zr، واya�\T، وا¢�dr]دي...

No sensible person will fail to detect the importance of 

talking about the rite of promoting virtue and preventing 

vice, and its great impact on preserving intellectual, political, 

moral, social, psychological and economic security. (RA6) 

Extract (8) 

N MN±]ھ� ا¢ھZr]م okrq[Y ا�Zu]ء وا�dT]ت �l[\X أ�Zª ا�Qrrq �\aT أدPrT وإن 
 [Z]� ��fTم ا[Rم إ�YXو [ھY\X فk�kTا Y]s�jو ،[�ªا��ruوا ،�\aTب وا[r�Tا MN

...Psوإدرا PZ�� VWX M]fj yrTا µqاk¯Tوا YXاk�Tاج ا�©ruل، وا[�N P]� PT ·]T 

The imams of Sunnah paid attention to monotheism in terms 

of the Names and Attributes of Allah. They followed the 

evidence of monotheism in the Qur’an and Sunnah, inferred 

its meanings, and stressed the necessity of abiding by them 

and not going beyond them. They also highlighted the rules 

and regulations that help Muslims understand true 

monotheism… (RA1) 

The analysis of the data shows M1-S1 (centrality claims) 
was found to be the most common step of Move 1 (i.e., 
establishing a territory) in the texts under consideration. 
Similar findings were also observed in Arabic RAIs in other 
fields [14, education, 16, law] in that Arab RA authors tended 
to frequently employed centrality claims as a means to 
establish the territory of their topics. Cross cultural studies 
employing Swales’ CARS model on RAIs in different 

languages other than English have indicated that while 
authors in some culture avoid using centrality claims in the 
RAIs as such a step would be considered assertive and 
unacceptable [29], in some other cultures, authors used 
centrality claims as a strategy to help establish the territory 
[36]. The higher frequency of topic importance claims in the 
RAIs examined is inconsistent with the finding of Ahamad 
and Yusof [34], who found that M1-S2 (making topic 
generalizations) is the most preferable step to actualize Move 
1 in Islamic RAIs in English. It seems that the reason for the 
greater occurrence of centrality claims in Arabic RAIs from 
the field of Islamic studies could not be attributed to the 
disciplinary nature of the field of Islamic studies but to the 
cultural background of the authors, i.e., Arabic. Accordingly, 
this suggests that written academic texts are shaped by not 
only disciplinary norms but also by other factors including 
the cultural background of their authors, as the case in the 
current study. 

As can been seen in Table 2, reviewing of past research 
(i.e., M1-S3) in the Arabic RAIs from the field of Islamic 
studies was found to appear only in half of the texts analyzed, 
and when used, only offering limited discussion of previous 
research (see Section 3.2). Similar observations have been 
documented in other studies on RAIs in languages other than 
English [e.g., 26], and the discussion of the absence of 
significant consideration of previous scholarship in the RAIs 
under consideration of will be discussed in Section (3.2.2). 

3.2.2. Move 2 

The general function of Move 2 is to present a rationale for 
conducting the reported study through one or more of four 
possible steps: M2-S1 (Counter-claiming), M2-S2 (Indicating 
a gap), M2-S3 (Questing-raising), and M2-S4 (Continuing a 
tradition). While Table 3 shows the number of the instances 
of the four steps in each RAI in the corpus, Table 4 indicates 
the distribution of these steps in Move 2. 

Table 3. Number of instances of steps in Move 2 in each RAI. 

RA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

M2-S1                 1    
M2-S2     1 2    2    1 1 2  1 1 1 
M2-S3 1                    
M2-S4        1             

 

Table 4. Distribution of steps in Move 2. 

Steps (S) 
Number of 

instances 

Number of 

RAs 

M2-S1: (Counter-claiming) 1 1 
M2-S2: (Indicating a gap) 12 9 
M2-S3: (Questing-raising) 1 1 
M2-S4: (Continuing a tradition) 1 1 

As can be seen from Table 3, eight out of 20 RAIs lack 
Move 2 (i.e., they do not establish a niche). Also, none of the 
texts employing Move 2 have adopted the strategies proposed 
in the CARS model in any meaningful way. That is, they 
simply summarized the work of others, avoiding criticizing 
or challenging the cited works as a stragety of establishing a 
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niche, as proposed by the CARS model [1, 2] as can be found 
in Extract (2). It thus appears that Move 2 (i.e., establishing a 
niche) is not a vital constituent of the Arabic RAIs from the 
area of the Islamic studies, and that the general norm in these 
texts is the absence of an explicit critical stance to highlight 
the shortcomings of earlier works. This finding suggests that 
Arab writers from the field of Islamic studies do not place as 
much emphasis on specifying the gaps of earlier studies, 
tending to omit Move 2. This finding further supports past 
studies which showed establishing the niche that is not 
predominant in RAIs written in languages other than English, 
such as Arabic [13-15], Chinese [25, 26], Malay [28], and 
Thai. [29]. 

A few potential explanations accounting for the avoidance 
of specific reference to earlier works in the RAIs to create a 
niche for one’s research (i.e., the omission of Move 2) have 
been offered in the literature [e.g., 13, 15, 16, 29]. The most 
relevant of these explanations to the present situation is the 
one proposed by Fakhri [16] which “is based on cross-
cultural [cross-disciplinary variation regarding attitudes 
toward the creation and transmission of knowledge”. Bereiter 
and Scardmalia [39] describe knowledge telling is the 
process in which writers simply employ the knowledge 
readily available to them mainly gained through reading or 
instruction. On the other hand, knowledge transforming is a 
more complex process, of which knowledge telling is one 
part. In this knowledge-transforming model, writers go 
beyond knowledge-telling to rework and transform their 
knowledge which demands critical evaluation of formerly 
acquired knowledge with the aim of increasing it through 
creation of new knowledge. The primary source for 
knowledge of the discipline of the Islamic studies are 

obtained from religious texts, particularly the Holy Quran 
and the Prophet’s sayings. These two sources for knowledge 
are considered as high reverence according to inherited 
knowledge in this discourse community. Thus, it seems that 
writers from the field of Islamic studies are only required to 
memorise this knowledge and transmit it without little 
change or innovation since that mere knowledge-telling is 
regarded by members of this discourse community as 
scholarship worthy of publication [cf. 40]. 

Also, it should be mentioned here that the finding that the 
authors of the texts analyzed in the current study showed 
preference to the step M2-S2 (indicating a gap) is partially 
consists with that of Ahamad and Yusof [34] who found that 
the author of Islamic RAIs in English prefer to use the same 
step within Move 2, i.e., indicating a gap. However, it is 
worth noting here that the employment of the M2-S2 
(indicating a gap) in texts under consideration, as stated in 
Section 3.1, was not done as proposed by the CARS model 
since the findings of previous works were taken for granted 
and were supplied to familiarize the reader with the topic. 

3.2.3. Move 3 

Move 3 is the move where the niche described in Move 2 
is occupied. This is done by one or more of seven possible 
steps: M3-S1 (outlining purposes, or announcing present 
research), M3-S2 (announcing principal findings), M3-S3 
(indicating RA structure), M3-S4 (presenting RQs or 
hypotheses), M3-S5 (definitional clarifications), M3-S6 
(summarizing methods), and M3-S7 (stating the value of the 
present research). While Table 5 shows the number of the 
instances of the seven steps in each RAI, Table 6 indicates 
the distribution of these steps in Move 3. 

Table 5. Number of instances of steps in Move 3 in each RAI. 

RA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

M3-S1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 
M3-S2                     
M3-S3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
M3-S4     1 1    2        1 1  
M3-S5     1                
M3-S6   1  1 1 2  1 1  1    1   1 1 
M3-S7   1 1 2 1  1 1    1   1    1 

Table 6. Distribution of steps in Move 3. 

Steps (S) Number of instances Number of RAs 

M3-S1: (outlining purposes, or announcing present research) 35 20 
M3-S2: (announcing principal findings)  0 0 
M3-S3: (indicating RA structure) 20 20 
M3-S4: (presenting RQs or hypotheses)  6 5 
M3-S5: (definitional clarifications) 1 1 
M3-S6: (summarizing methods)  11 10 
M3-S7: (stating the value of the present research) 10 9 

 

The analysis of the data shows that the most commonly 
used steps of Move 3 are M3-S1 and M3-S3 in that these two 
were used all the RAIs under consideration as shown in 
Extract (9) and Extract (10), respectively. 

Extract (9) 

و�T{ا PWs أ�QQo أن أ�q VWX ً`Zr�N ً[¥Rq �Z[]ن �u ��o اMZo�T، وkSر 

،�aTا ��]Tع إ[Zru¢وا ،M]q[aTا �N سkW�Tا ��oو … 

Therefore, I gathered a research that included the judgment 

on insulting Allah, forms of insult as well as the judgment on 

sitting with those who insult Allah and listening to them... 

(RA 15) 
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Extract (10) 

 �Zaّ� Y� MX ا�ول �d�T[�اRQT| إ�NY�N :VT، و�Wd[M، و}]�Zj، و��]رس. 
�y ا«}�ة.... M]ZWaZT[� أط�]ل اdN 

I divided the research into an introduction, two chapters, a 

conclusion, and bibliography. The first chapter deals with the 

fate of Muslim children in the Hereafter... (RA 18) 

It is not surprising that M1-S1 (i.e., outlining purposes, or 
announcing present research) is present in the RAIs 
examined since this step is obligatory and required in all 
RAIs according to the CARS model [1, 2]. This finding 
corroborates those reported in past studies which found that 
this step is commonly present in most of RAIs studied [e.g., 
26]. Further, the presence of M3-S3 (indicating RA structure) 
in the texts analyzed suggests this step is an essential element 
of RAIs from the field of Islamic studies because according 
to the CARS model [1, 2], M3-S3 is a discipline-specific. 
However, the finding that all of the RAIs examined in the 
current study explicitly stated the structure of the RA is 
inconsistent with that of Fakhri [13, 16]. Fakhri found that 
not all Arabic RAIs from the humanities utilized this step. It 
seems that the authors of the RAIs sampled in the current 
study employed the indication of the structure of RAs as 
metadiscourse device to orient and guide their readership in 
order to help them understand text message without 
difficulty. It is worth mentioning here that this finding also 
gives supports to Fakhri [13] who claimed that it could be 
imprecise to categorize Arabic writing as reader-responsible 
or writer-responsible [41] since the “dichotomies of direct–
indirect styles and reader responsible versus writer-
responsible rhetoric are too general and probably too 
simplistic” [13]. In other words, while explicitly declaring 
the purpose of the study and stating the structure of the RA, 
all of Arabic RAIs analyzed exhibited a high degree of 
directness and explicitness similar to English RAs [1, 2]. The 
lesser employement of some of the steps in Move 3 in the 
texts under consideration may be due to the fact that the step 
is either optional (e.g., M3-S5) or probable in some fields but 
unlikely in others. (e.g., M3-S2) [2]. 

4. Conclusion 

The current study was designed to investigate the 
rhetorical organization of Arabic RAIs from the field of 
Islamic studies, employing Swales’ [1, 2] CARS model as an 
analytical framework. The findings of the current study give 
support to those in other studies on RAIs showing that the 
CARS model is a valid and useful tool for analysing the 
RAIs not only in English [e.g., 18, 19, 21, 23], but also in 
other languages, even if researchers of RAIs in languages 
other than English have been obliged to modify the CARS 
model somewhat to take account of the intervening roles of 
some linguistic and cultural parameters. Hence, the model 
could be employed with careful application [27] in the 
investigation of other Arabic RAIs from different areas of 
study; however, this remains to be examined in future 
research. 

The findings showed that the fit between the CARS model, 
developed on the basis of RAIs in English, and the RAIs 
sampled in the current study only partial. In other words, 
while there exist some differences between Arabic RAIs from 
the field of Islamic studies and what has been proposed in the 
CARS model in terms of the treatment of past research and 
the inclusion of some additional elements in the texts under 
consideration, there is a complete similarity regarding the 
degree of explicitness in outlining the purpose of the study 
and indicating the structure of RAs in that all the Arabic 
RAIs from the discipline of the Islamic studies employed 
these two devices. Overall, the findings obtained in the 
current study support those reported in other studies on RAIs 
in different languages other than English in that texts 
particularly from the soft disciplines are more likely to be 
affected by the cultural background of their authors [e.g., 32]. 
This exploratory study investigated a small corpus of Arabic 
RAIs from the field of Islamic studies, and the findings 
reported here only reflect the rhetorical organization 
identified in this particular corpus. Larger studies 
investigating more Arabic RAIs published in Arab countries 
are necessary to verify whether the findings obtained in this 
study can be generalized. The findings of this study raise the 
writer’s awareness regarding disciplinary variation as an 
important aspect in academic disocurse which helps in 
understanding the ‘culture’ of writing and getting familiar 
with the conventions and expectations of a specific 
disciplinary community. 
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75-100. 

(RA3): Ahadjahjh, Jaber, 2012. Repentance implications 
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(RA4): Al-Nasser, Abdullah, 2012. Shar’i politics in the 

Prophet’s acts. Journal of Islamic Studies 25, 167-200. 
(RA5): Khatatbha, Adnan, 2012. Foundations of ethical 
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(RA6): Al-Saif, Sultan, 2012. Deserting the practice of the 
promotion of virtue and the prevention of vice: Causes and 
remedies in the light of the Quran and the Sunnah. Journal of 
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(RA9): Shouha, Khalid, Childhood rights: Dealing with 
their problems in the light of the Quran. Journal of Islamic 
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(RA10): Yemeni, Mohammed, 2013. Salam Suku: A 

comparative jurisprudence study. Journal of Islamic Studies 
25 (2), 145-176. 

(RA11): Al-Shunyber, Khalid, 2013. War in Judaism: 
Exposition and critique. Journal of Islamic Studies 25 (2), 
229-263. 

(RA12): Al-Sawalmeh, Abdullah, 2013. Ibn-Omar’s 
Hadith on the divorce of menstruating women. Journal of 

Islamic Studies 25 (3), 47-83. 
(RA13): Neyas, Rugaia, 2013. Caller’s motives for 

Wassatiyyah in approach and aim. Journal of Islamic Studies 
25 (3), 85-113. 

(RA14): Al-Suqair, Sami, 2013. Excuses for not standing 
in obligatory prayers. Journal of Islamic Studies 25 (3), 115-
152. 

(RA15): Al-Hushani, Maryam, 2013. Explaining the 
offence of Cursing Allah. Journal of Islamic Studies 25 (3), 
153-180. 

(RA16): Al-Tubeshi, Sultan, 2013. Identifying the 
Awzaa’iy companions. Journal of Islamic Studies 25 (3), 
181-215. 

(RA17): Al-Amer, Fahad, 2014. An analytical inductive 
study on the use of gesture in Al-Jarhwa Al-Tadil 
(Discrediting and Accrediting Hadith Narrators). Journal of 

Islamic Studies 26 (1), 191-243. 
(RA18): Al-Romain, Abdullah, 2014. The fate of children 

in the Hereafter. Journal of Islamic Studies 26 (1), 245-271. 
(RA19): Al-Missned, Mohammed, 2014. Concealment in 

Surat Al-Baqarah: Forms and Consequences. Journal of 

Islamic Studies 26 (1), 273-297. 
(RA20): Altayyar, Musaed, 2014. Enhancing Quranic 

sciences through Sahih Al-Bukari’s Book of Interpretation: 
Specific application to Surat Al-Fatihah. Journal of Islamic 

Studies 26 (1), 17-44. 
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